A regression analytical approach to estimate the onset of activity of antidepressants.
The onset of activity of antidepressants is a clinically and theoretically important criterion of efficacy. We estimated the onset of activity by an intraindividual regression analytical approach. It is assumed that efficient treatment causes a fast shift of depression scores from a baseline level to an end level. From this assumption follows a limited number of opportunities for the onset of activity to occur. These opportunities correspond to different regression models which are estimated for each patient's depression course. The day of onset is concluded from the regression model which produces the best fit to the empirical depression curve. Results of a double-blind clinical trial comparing mianserin and amitriptyline are reported (n = 28). The methodological approach confirms that observer ratings by physicists show a significantly earlier onset of activity than self ratings by the patients. The D-S also shows a significantly earlier onset of activity of mianserin compared to amitriptyline. The discussion emphasises methodological aspects.